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The Eckart co-rotating frame is used to analyze the dynamics of star polymers under shear flow, either
in melt or solution and with diﬀerent types of bonds. This formalism is compared with the standard
approach used in many previous studies on polymer dynamics, where an apparent angular velocity o is
obtained from the relation between the tensor of inertia and angular momentum. A common mistake is
to interpret o as the molecular rotation frequency, which is only valid for rigid-body rotation. The Eckart
frame, originally formulated to analyze the infrared spectra of small molecules, dissects diﬀerent kinds of
displacements: vibrations without angular momentum, pure rotation, and vibrational angular momentum (leading
to a Coriolis cross-term). The Eckart frame co-rotates with the molecule with an angular frequency O obtained
from the Eckart condition for minimal coupling between rotation and vibration. The standard and Eckart
approaches are compared with a straight description of the star’s dynamics taken from the time autocorrelation
of the monomer positions moving around the molecule’s center of mass. This is an underdamped oscillatory
signal, which can be described by a rotation frequency oR and a decorrelation rate G. We consistently find that
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O coincides with oR, which determines the characteristic tank-treading rotation of the star. By contrast, the
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apparent angular velocity o o O does not discern between pure rotation and molecular vibrations. We believe
that the Eckart frame will be useful to unveil the dynamics of semiflexible molecules where rotation and
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deformations are entangled, including tumbling, tank-treading motions and breathing modes.

1 Introduction
Soft matter and, in particular, polymers exhibit quite rich dynamics
under non-equilibrium conditions. A plethora of collective motions
has been described in the literature, not only of polymers, but also
of vesicles and more. In a shear flow, a steady state conformation is
not possible, and linear polymers perform wild conformational
changes, stretching and tumbling.1–6 Star molecules, dendrimers
and also vesicles face the shear flow in a different way. They perform
internal rotations around the molecule’s center of mass (CoM),
while keeping their overall shape and orientation roughly fixed. This
motion has been called tank-treading.6–12 The case of ring polymers,
whose properties have recently been extensively studied,6,13–15 is
probably in between and recent works have indicated that they
tumble or tank-tread depending on the value of the shear rate.16–18
Recently, we have observed that star molecules under large enough
a
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shear flow perform another collective oscillation, with successive
extensions and contractions in their overall length. We called this
mode ‘‘breathing’’19 and showed that its characteristic frequency OB
has the same physical origin as the tumbling frequency in linear
and ring chains, the difference being that soft stars do not tumble,
but rather let their arms rotate. A similar breathing mode (probably
with a different mechanical origin) is also observed in vesicles.7–9 It
could, however, well be that star molecules with attractive intermonomer interactions (i.e. in bad solvent) would not only tanktread, but also occasionally tumble (a rotation of the overall
molecular shape) like a rugby ball does. One could speculate that
the stiffer the intermonomer interactions, the larger the resemblance
with a rigid body would be, with some dynamic transition (tanktread-to-tumble) taking place at moderate attractive energies.
Would still those semi-rigid stars breath? These sort of questions
on the mechanics of soft deformable macromolecules are
difficult to study in clean ways. The reason is clear: at a given
time, in the laboratory (inertial) frame, it is not possible to
discern between pure rotations and vibrations of the molecule.
The simple shear flow is a paradigm of such duality because it
is a mix of pure rotation and pure shear strain (stretching in one
direction and compressing over the perpendicular line). Hybrid
affine deformations combining shear and pure elongational
flows have also been studied,20 enriching the dynamic panorama.
The complications of using the laboratory frame to study the
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rotation of non-rigid molecules have been overlooked in many
previous works on polymer dynamics. In particular, a simple
estimation of the molecular angular velocity o based on the
polymer shape was first proposed in ref. 21. Such a relation stems
from the rotation dynamics in the laboratory frame, where the
angular velocity o is related to the total angular momentum L
and inertia tensor J as L = Jx. A particularly simple estimation of
o involving the gyration tensor components was proposed as a
rotational-optic rule.10,21 Since many works have reported values
of o and used it to interpret the polymer rotational dynamics,
this has led to erroneous interpretations which are still very much
alive in the literature.10,11,22–25
We have recently completed a series of works on star polymer
dynamics.19,26,27 This series started by a study of the eﬀect of
open boundaries compared with closed systems in the rheology
of melts under shear (simulations using Open Boundary Molecular
Dynamics (OBMD)26–28 permit fixing the pressure load and shear
stress, instead of the density and shear velocity). As a continuation
of such work, we studied the dynamics of stars in solution and
melt19 and observed that the tank-treading frequency of monomers
around the molecule’s CoM, oR, was completely different from the
‘‘apparent’’ angular velocity obtained from the standard (lab-frame)
analysis, o. We also noted that the origin of such strong differences
was not explained in previous works. Motivated by these
observations, we decided to tackle the problem of soft molecule
rotational dynamics using an old and robust formalism, which
apparently has been largely forgotten by the soft matter community:
the Eckart co-rotating frame.
The Eckart frame formalism, derived in 1935,29 uses a noninertial frame, which rotates with the molecule. It allows
disentangling translation, rotations, and vibrations. Aside from
vibrations without angular momentum contribution (which
can be detected in the inertial frame), the non-inertial frame
allows revealing vibrations with angular momentum. These are
the displacements with respect to a purely rotating (rigid-body)
reference configuration. The Eckart condition determines the
rotation frequency of the reference configuration by minimizing
the coupling between vibrational angular momentum and pure
rotation.30 The calculus of the so called ‘‘Eckart angular velocity’’
O can be carried out by the Eckart frame formalism and has been
mostly used to study the infrared and Raman spectra of small
molecules31,32 as well as in a variety of other applications, such
as structural isomerization dynamics of atomic clusters33 or
molecular dynamics (MD) integration.34–37 The ‘‘apparent’’
angular velocity o extracted from the total angular momentum
in the inertial frame mixes up pure rotation and vibrational
angular momentum. A misinterpretation of this apparent angular
velocity had, as a consequence, some large discrepancies in the
polymer literature on shear flow.11,16
While the Eckart formalism is traditionally used in equilibrium
states, here we use it to describe a situation which is far away from
equilibrium. Although the Eckart condition is first-order accurate,
we show that it is robust enough to capture the correct physics. In
particular, we show that the Eckart frame is independent of the
reference configuration chosen (see Appendix) and that, for any
shear rate, the resulting frequency O equals within error bars the
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monomer rotation frequency about the molecule’s CoM, oR. Star
polymers are particularly interesting for this sort of study because
of their rich dynamics in shear flow (with tank-treading and
breathing modes19) and also because they represent a bridge
between the physics of polymers and colloids.38–40 More generally,
we expect this work will foster the use of the Eckart frame as
another useful tool in the analyses of flowing macromolecules’
dynamics.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: first, we describe
the standard (laboratory frame) analysis and the Eckart frame.
Then, we describe our working models (star polymer in melt and
solution under shear flow). Results and discussion are then
presented, followed by Conclusions.

2 Dynamics description in the
laboratory frame
A standard approach to describe the rotation of molecules is based
on the inertial frame (laboratory frame) and follows from a straight
generalization of the rigid body rotation, allowing for vibrations
without angular momentum contribution ṽ. The kinetic equation
for the time evolution of the position of the a monomer ra is,
:
:
ra = rcm + x  (ra  rcm) + ṽa.
(1)
In the standard (lab frame) description, the vibrational motion
is angular momentum free, and it is denoted by ṽa. It is
particularly strong in soft molecules such as polymers. The
corresponding angular frequency is then10,11,25
x = J1L.
Here, L ¼

N
P

(2)

ðra  rcm Þ  ma ðva  vcm Þ is the angular momentum

a¼1

of the rotating molecule and J its moment-of-inertia tensor with
respect to the position of its CoM rcm, defined as
J¼

N
X

ma f½ðra  rcm Þ  ðra  rcm ÞI  ðra  rcm Þ  ðra  rcm Þg;

a¼1

(3)
with I being a 3  3 identity matrix, ra the coordinate vector of
monomer a of the molecule, and ma its mass (here ma = 1).
A common mistake is to interpret o as the molecular
angular velocity. However, o does not describe the pure rotational component of the molecule and in fact, it is called the
apparent angular velocity in the literature dealing with the
Eckart formalism.32 Only in the case of rigid-body motion
(ṽ = 0) does o coincide with the rotational angular velocity.
The reason will become clear in the next section.

3 Description using the co-rotating
Eckart frame
The Eckart formalism permits dissecting yet another kind of
vibration u, which contributes to the total angular momentum,
but does not contribute to the molecular rotation frequency.
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The Eckart frame is a non-inertial frame, which co-rotates with
the molecule attached to its CoM. The pure rotation frequency
O is obtained by minimizing the coupling between pure rotation
and this vibrational angular momentum: the Coriolis coupling
is minimal in this internal moving frame.29–31
The first step of the Eckart frame formalism is to choose
some rigid molecular configuration, which is taken as the reference
one.31 The Eckart frequency and kinetic energy are, however,
independent of the rigid reference configuration chosen. This fact
is illustrated in the Appendix, where we compare three diﬀerent
reference configurations. Once the reference configuration is
chosen, we introduce the initial internal coordinate system,
defined by the three right-handed base vectors f1, f2, and f3
with the origin in the CoM of the molecule. The initial internal
coordinate frame (f1, f2, f3) can be chosen arbitrarily, i.e. its
initial orientation is arbitrary. The components of the position
vector of the a-th monomer of the reference configuration
expressed in the initial internal coordinate system are denoted
as cai , i = 1, 2, 3. Once defined, the cai s remain constant during
the computation of the angular velocity and fulfill the equation:29,31
N
X

ma cai ¼ 0;

for i ¼ f1; 2; 3g:

(4)

a¼1

The CoM velocity in the defined internal coordinate frame is 0.29,31
From the instantaneous positions of the monomers in the polymer
and with the cai s, we define the three Eckart vectors F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 ,
which are given by:29,31
Fi ¼

N
X

ma cai ðra  rcm Þ:

(5)

overall rotation of the molecule, which is described by the
angular velocity X.
The rotation of the polymer is defined by the rotation of the
base vectors of the Eckart frame:
:
fi = X  fi.
(9)
The combination of eqn (8) and (9) yields the following relation:32
ċa = X  ca.

It must be emphasized that there are diﬀerent ways to attach
the initial internal coordinate system to the reference configuration.
Each of these yields diﬀerent cai s and a diﬀerent Eckart frame.
Nevertheless, once the initial internal coordinate system is chosen,
the Eckart frame is defined in a unique way.34 The independence on
the choice of the fixed reference configuration is illustrated in the
Appendix, where we report results for three completely diﬀerent
reference configurations: (i) a fixed configuration taken from a
frozen T = 0 state; (ii) a fixed configuration adapted to the average
molecular shape found at each shear rate g_ and (iii) a mobile
configuration which adapts over time to the average molecular
conformation upon a pre-determined ‘‘averaging’’ time tw. We
find that the two fixed configurations give the same Eckart
rotation frequency O while the third one consistently converges
to the outcome of the fixed references for tw - N while for
tw - 0, it provides the apparent frequency o obtained from the
standard approach.
The reference positions of every monomer in the laboratory
frame are computed as:

a¼1

da = rcm + ca,

From the Eckart vectors, we define a symmetric positive definite
Gram matrix F with the ij-component defined as ½F ij ¼ F i  F j .

(6)

Here, F 1=2 represents a positively defined matrix, for which
the following relation holds:
F

1=2

F

1=2

¼F

1

;

(7)

where F 1 is a positively defined inverse of the Gram matrix F .
The reference components cai s are in the instantaneous
Eckart frame given as:
ca ¼

3
X

cai f i :

(11)

and their instantaneous displacement vectors are defined as

The unit base vectors of the instantaneous Eckart frame (defined by
the instantaneous positions of monomers) are computed as:29,31
ðf 1 ; f 2 ; f 3 Þ ¼ ðF 1 ; F 2 ; F 3 ÞF 1=2 :

(10)

qa = ra  da.

(12)

The unit base vectors of the Eckart frame f1, f2, and f3 satisfy the
Eckart conditions29,31
X
ma ca  qa ¼ 0;
(13)
a

which state that there is no angular momentum with respect to
the internal coordinate system in the zero-th order of displacements
of the monomers from their equilibrium positions.30 The sketch of
the Eckart frame for a star polymer is depicted in Fig. 1.
The angular velocity of the Eckart’s coordinate system is given by:

(8)

0

X ¼ J 1 

i¼1

N
X

ma ca  ðr_ a  r_ cm Þ:

(14)

a¼1

This means that the dynamics of the reference configuration is
governed by the time evolution of the positions of the monomers.
As mentioned above, the cai s are in general constant and the
reference configuration is rigid. Besides, as will be shown below,
there is no angular momentum with respect to the internal
coordinate system in the zero-th order of displacement of
monomers from their reference positions.30 Consequently, the
dynamics of the reference configuration is nothing but the
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The tensor J0 is defined as
J0 ¼

N
X

ma f½ðra  rcm Þ  ca I  ðra  rcm Þ  ca g:

(15)

a¼1

In the limit of a rigid molecule, eqn (15) becomes eqn (3) and both
definitions of angular velocity (given by eqn (2) and (14)) are
equivalent.
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one, i.e. Dva, is due to molecular vibrations. The latter can be
expressed as:32
Dva = ṽa + ua,

(17)

where ua represents the angular motion part and ṽa (the same
as in eqn (1)) the angular motion free part of the vibrational
motion. Comparing the expressions in eqn (1) and (16), one
derives the following equation:32
ua = (x  X)  dra,

(18)

with dra  ra  rcm. This means that ua is the part of a-th
monomer’s vibrational motion, which is coupled with rotations
if the angular velocity is calculated by the standard approach. It
can be decoupled from rotations by using the Eckart frame
formalism.
1P
According to, eqn (1) the kinetic energy T ¼
ma r_ a2 of any
2 a
rotating molecule can be written as:
1
1
1X
ma~va2 ;
T ¼ M r_ cm 2 þ x  J  x þ
2
2
2 a
where M ¼

P

(19)

ma is the molecule’s mass. These three terms on

a

the right hand side are collected into,
lab
T = Ttrans + T lab
rot + T vib ,

Tlab
rot ,

(20)

Tlab
vib

with Ttrans,
and
the translational, rotational, and
vibrational contributions to the kinetic energy.
On the other hand, using the Eckart frame, the velocity of
each monomer is expressed by eqn (16) and the kinetic energy
of a molecule is decomposed as32
1
1
1X
1X
T ¼ M r_ cm 2 þ X  J  X þ
ma~va2 þ
ma ua2
2
2
2 a
2 a
X
þ
ua  ðX  dra Þ:

(21)

a

Fig. 1 (top) A sketch of internal and laboratory frames. The unit base
vectors f1, f2, and f3 span the internal coordinate system, i.e. the Eckart
frame, which translates and rotates together with the molecule. The
laboratory frame’s base vectors are e1, e2, and e3. The arrows indicate
the rotation of the molecule. (bottom) The sketch gradually introduces the
diﬀerent types of displacements resolved by the Eckart formalism. The
black line corresponds to pure rigid rotation (monomer velocity X  dr)
which does not introduce molecular deformation. The blue line (velocity ṽ)
introduces vibrations without angular momentum contribution (e.g.
compression and expansion) and the red line introduces vibrations with
angular momentum (fluctuations with velocity u) which deform the
molecule’s shape (e.g. due to Brownian diﬀusion). Note that uX  dr o 0
(Coriolis term). The diﬀerent velocities are explained in the text (see e.g.
eqn (16) and (17)).

One can now distinguish the following terms (in order of
appearance on the RHS of eqn (21)):
Eck
Eck
Eck
T = Ttrans + T Eck
rot + T vib-non-ang + T vib-ang + T Cori.

Here, TEck
rot denotes pure rotational contribution. The vibrational
contribution consists of two parts: the first, emerging from
the angular free part of the vibrational motion, is denoted by
Eck
TEck
vib-non-ang, and the second, i.e. Tvib-ang, represents the angular
part of vibrations. The last contribution is the Coriolis coupling,
which is denoted by TEck
Cori. Comparing both kinetic energy
expressions (i.e. in eqn (19) and (21)), we observe that the
following relations hold

The velocity of a given monomer a can be written as:30,34
:
:
ra = rcm + X  (ra  rcm) + Dva.

(16)

The first term on the right hand side of eqn (16) represents
the velocity of the molecule’s CoM, the second term is the
contribution due to the rotation of the molecule, and the third
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(22)

Eck
T lab
vib = T vib-non-ang,

T lab
rot

=

T Eck
rot

+

T Eck
vib-ang

+

(23)
T Eck
Cori.

(24)

and obviously, the translational kinetic energy Ttrans is the same
in both frames. In order to alleviate the notation, we define
the pure rotational energy TEck
rot , the angular-momentum free
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vibrational energy Tṽ, and the net vibrational angular momentum
energy Tu as,
TO  12XJX = TEck
rot ,
X
1
lab
Eck
Tv~ 
ma~va2 ¼ Tvib
¼ Tvib
-non-ang ;
2 a
Tu 

(25)
(26)

X
1X
Eck
Eck
ma ua2 þ
ua  ðX  dra Þ ¼ Tvib
-ang þ TCori : (27)
2 a
a

In the next section, we resort to the Eckart frame formalism
in the analysis of the rotational and vibrational behavior of star
polymers in solution and melt. Diﬀerences with respect to the
laboratory frame will be highlighted.

4 Results and discussion
In this section, we present results from two diﬀerent types of
systems: (i) a single star polymer in solution (representing a
dilute polymer suspension) and (ii) a melt of star polymers, with
polymer volume fraction f = 0.2 under isothermal conditions. The
molecular model of the star polymer is the same in both types of
simulations. In the solution case, we consider two types of bonds
between monomers (blobs): harmonic bonds and finitely extensible
non-linear elastic (FENE) bonds. In melt simulations, we use
harmonic bonds to build up the star molecule.
We have so far introduced two frequencies (i.e. o and O)
describing rotation in polymers. In what follows, we will
introduce two additional frequencies and for the sake of clarity
and reference, we list them all in Table 1.
To present the results in non-dimensionalized form, we use
the Weissenberg numbers Wi and Wirot. The latter is based on
the rotational diﬀusion time of the star. This is defined as
Wirot = g_ trot where trot is the time for rotational diﬀusion, trot =
R2/Dr, of the molecule in equilibrium (see ref. 19 and 27 for
details). The Wi, on the other hand, is based on the largest
relaxation time (trel) of the molecule, i.e. Wi = g_ trel. It has to be
said that the molecular rotational diﬀusion is the slowest
relaxation process for stars with harmonic bonds, while for
star molecules with FENE bonds, the slowest relaxation is the
process of arm disentanglement. The corresponding relaxation
times (rotational and arm-disentanglement) for simulations in
solution and in melt are given in Table 2.
4.1

Star polymer models

The star polymer model is taken from ref. 41. We use the
standard Lennard-Jones units, taking the monomer mass m0,
unit length s0 and energy e0 as reference. We consider stars
with f = 12 arms and m = 6 beads per arm, with a total of 73
monomers (including the central one). Excluded volume

Table 1

o
O
oR
OB

The diﬀerent frequencies mentioned in this work

Apparent angular velocity
Eckart angular velocity
Monomer rotation frequency
Breathing mode frequency
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Eqn (2)
Eqn (14)
Eqn (28)
From eqn (30)

Table 2 The rotational diﬀusion and arm-disentanglement relaxation
times for our star model, with 12 arms and 6 monomers per arm. We
define Wirot = g_ trot and Wi = g_ trel with trel = max[trot,tdis]

System

trot

Closed melt: gJ = 1.0, g> = 1.0
Open melt: gJ = 1.0, g> = 1.0
Solution harmonic bonds
Solution FENE bonds

710
700
270
370

tdis





40
40
20
30

390
390
180
950






10
10
20
90

interactions of monomers are modeled by the repulsive
Weeks–Chandler–Anderson interaction (s = 2.415 and e = 1).
The bonds between adjacent monomers i and j are modelled by
either harmonic springs or FENE bonds. In the case of harmonic bonds, with a recovery force K(rij  req
ij ), the spring
constant is K = 20 and the equilibrium distance req
ij = 2.77
(the equilibrium distance between the central monomer and
the first monomer of an arm is larger, req
ij = 3.9). Finitely
extensible bonds are modeled by the FENE potential,42 with
a spring constant K = 20 and maximum length of the bond
rmax = 1.5req
ij .
Before entering into details, some general comments on the
star molecule model are due. The main purpose of this work is
to illustrate how the Eckart formalism can be used to provide
information about the dynamics of soft molecules under rotation.
The same type of analysis could be applied to any other starmolecule model or to other soft molecules (vesicles, semi-flexible
linear polymers, or rings, etc.). Here, we have just deployed some
relatively simple star molecule models (with short arms m = 6) in
two quite diﬀerent scenarios (melt and solution). It has to be said
that some properties of this star molecule model depend on the
arm length m, particularly at large Weissenberg numbers. As
shown in Fig. 1 of the paper in ref. 11 by Ripoll et al., the
elongational parameter G11(Wi)/G11(0)  1 decreases with m at
large shear rates. However, it is relevant to say that the resistance
parameter mG, which is directly related to the breathing rotational
frequency (see ref. 19 and 27), exhibits a master relation,
independent of m (see Fig. 3 of Ripoll et al.). Concerning the
simulations in melt, we have recently shown that the type of
friction between monomers somewhat alters the melt rheology.
The calculation of the ‘‘proper’’ friction kernel representing a
particular atomistic model requires expensive Green–Kubo type
evaluations of force–force cross-correlations.41 Here, we use a
given friction kernel, a la DPD, and notice that the results
should slightly vary with the kernel type. The reader is referred
to ref. 19 and 27 where we present some studies on how
the rheology and dynamic properties of this model of star
molecules’ melt vary with the friction kernel.
4.2

Melt simulations

For the melt case, we use stars made of harmonic bonds.
Simulations are carried out at fixed temperature T = 4 using
molecular dynamics with a dissipative particle dynamic (DPD)
thermostat.43,44 We solve systems with constant volume (closed
setup) and also open systems under constant normal load
(see reference for details27). The simulation box is of size
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390  117  117 and the density of the melt in equilibrium
corresponds to the occupational factor F = 0.2, with about 2000
molecules. In the closed periodic setup, the shear flow is
imposed by the SLLOD algorithm implemented with the Lees–
Edwards boundary conditions.45–47 Constant load simulations in an
open system, are performed using OBMD,26,28,48,49 which permits
imposing an external shear stress at the open ends of the system.
We shall use the following coordinates: x1 refers to the flow
direction, x2 to the direction of the velocity gradient and x3 to the
direction of flow vorticity (sometimes called neutral direction). The
DPD thermostat used here introduces friction along the normal and
tangential directions of any pair of monomers27,41,43,44 which come
closer than the DPD-cutoff radius RDPD = 2  21/6s (we use
a Heaviside kernel for the DPD interaction). The friction
coefficients in normal and tangential directions equal gJ = 1.0
and g> = 1.0. The equations of motion are integrated by the
Velocity-Verlet algorithm50 with the integration step 0.01t for
small and moderate shear, and 0.005t for high shear rates. A
sketch of the star-polymer melt under shear flow from the
perspective of one of its constituent polymers is depicted in Fig. 2.
4.3

Star in solution

We simulate a single star polymer in solution using Brownian
hydrodynamics.51,52 The monomers (representing a coarse
description of the molecule) interact via conservative forces
(bonds and excluded volume interactions) and also via hydrodynamic interactions. The displacement of monomer a in direction
b
a
i over time dt has the form drai = g_ xa2di,1dt + mab
ij (rab)Fj dt + dr̃i where
the first term indicates the shear flow (acting in 1-direction) and
the mutual drag arises from the mobility tensor mab
ij which in
present calculations consists of the Rotne–Prager–Yamakawa
(RPY) approximation.51,52 The Brownian displacement dr̃
satisfies a fluctuating dissipation (FD) relation for its covariance
hdr̃ai dr̃bj i = 2kBTmab
ij dt and to solve dr̃ we use the Fixman
method.52 The integration scheme is an explicit Euler scheme
with the time step dt = 0.01t. In the present study, all simulations are run for 10 000t.
4.4

Monomer rotation dynamics

To provide direct connection with the monomer dynamics, we
calculate the angular velocity of rotation of molecules from the
autocorrelation function of the gradient-direction coordinate of
the last monomer of every arm of the star, relative to the CoM,
(ra  rcm)x̂2. This signal is similar to an underdamped oscillator
(Fig. 3) which can be fitted with the following function:53
C(t) = A2 cos(oRt + c)exp(Gt),

(28)

where the damping rate G represents the decorrelation rate, oR
is the rotation frequency, and c is a phase constant. Two issues
are noticeable from this graph: first, the decorrelation rate G
only starts to significantly increase above Wirot 4 50. Second,
as Wi increases, the quality factor q = oR/G becomes quite large,
in particular, compared with what happens in linear polymers
under shear53 (which tumble by compressing, as in a tube).
Fig. 3 (bottom panel) compares the quality factor q for star
polymers in solution (S) and melt (M) (with either FENE or
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Fig. 2 Snapshot of the star-polymer melt under shear flow, drawn from the
perspective of one polymer. The latter is depicted in purple and its surrounding
polymers are colored in gray. The blue arrows correspond to the direction of
the imposed shear, while the black arrows indicate the tank-treading rotation
of the polymer. The coordinate unit vectors e1, e2, and e3 define the flow (x1),
the gradient (x2), and the neutral (x3) direction, respectively.

harmonic bonds) and that measured in ref. 53 for FENE linear
chains with N = 60 and dumbbells. In the case of star molecules,
the arms rotate almost like in a ‘‘wheel’’ and a monomer turns
around several times (q) before decorrelating its initial ‘‘rigidbody’’ position. At large shear rates, the diﬀerences in values of
q are significant [see Fig. 3 (bottom)]. The quality factor is
significantly smaller in melts, indicating the hindrance arising
from steric interaction amongst close-by molecules. In what
follows, we will compare oR with o and O and discuss the origin
of the decorrelation G, according to the Eckart analysis.
4.5

Kinetic energies

The kinetic energy balance is illustrated in Table 3 for star
molecules in solution (having harmonic or FENE bonds) and
some values of the shear rate. Displacements describing pure
rotations have kinetic energy TO but coherent (collective) vibrations
without angular momentum contribute with the largest energy Tṽ.
These are related to the overall shape deformations (and in
particular, compression/expansion does not introduce angular
momentum). Other types of molecular deformations (aﬃne or
not) are collected in the velocity ua which does provide angular
momentum (see eqn (18)) and feeds the (negative) kinetic energy
contribution Tu (see Table 3 and eqn (24)). Eqn (27) confirms that
this energy can only be negative because of the Coriolis term. So,
on average, u(X  dr) o 0; in other words u contributes in
opposite direction to the pure rotation velocity X  dr. Note that
|Tu| is subtracted from the pure rotation energy TO to yield the
total rotation kinetic energy in the lab frame Tlab
rot (see eqn (24)).
To clarify matters, a sketch illustrating the diﬀerent types of
displacements is drawn in Fig. 1 (bottom panel). In what follows,
we analyze these kinetic energies separately.
4.6

Pure rotation: tank-treading

Fig. 4 compares the results for the apparent angular velocity o,
the Eckart angular velocity O and the frequency of monomer
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Table 3 Kinetic energy balance for solution of star polymers with harmonic
and FENE bonds. The error bar of the reported values is approximately 5%

Solution harmonic bonds

Solution FENE bonds

Wi

T

TO

Tṽ

Tu

Wi

T

TO

Tṽ

Tu

13.25
53
106
424

1102
1117
1135
1363

412
517
464
1189

1028
1042
1058
1275

338
442
387
1101

9.5
95
570
1520

875
876
912
1086

303
365
498
763

794
793
808
919

222
282
394
596

rotation about the CoM oR. In all considered cases (polymers
with either harmonic or FENE bonds in solution, and the melt
case), we find that O = oR within error bars while O 4 o.
Whenever vibrational angular momentum is present, the apparent
angular velocity o does not correctly represent molecular
rotation.32 The diﬀerence between o and O is larger for stars with
Hookean-bonds in solution (see Fig. 4). From eqn (18), this simply
indicates that the vibrational angular momentum (ua) has a larger
contribution if the molecule is softer (harmonic versus FENE
bonds) or has more free space to deform (as in the case of solution
compared to melt).
Stars with harmonic bonds in solution seem to reach the
scaling o/_g B Wi1 (i.e. o - cte) as the shear rate is increased
(although, in fact, at very large g_ , o decreases). This apparent
scaling was attributed in ref. 11 (and subsequent citations) to a
universal limiting trend for tank-treading rotation of star polymers.
However, although the apparent angular velocity o reaches a
maximum value, the tank-treading frequency, oR, keeps increasing
with g_ , like oR B Wia with a = 0.5  0.02. This is shown in Fig. 4
where one can see that o and oR diﬀer significantly.
Finally, in melts (bottom panel of Fig. 4), we observe that the
molecular rotational frequencies are similar in the open and
closed environments. This is in agreement with our previous
studies (ref. 19 and 27) and indicates that the rheological
diﬀerences measured in open and closed environments are of
thermodynamic origin (density decreases when an open polymer
enclosure is sheared).
4.7 Vibrational angular momentum and decoherence of
rotational motion
Along this line, eqn (24) indicates that the total kinetic energy
coming from displacements with angular momentum can be
decomposed into a pure rotational part TO and contributions
from vibrational angular momentum. It is noted that TO contains
contributions from collective displacements and also from
fluctuations. Eqn (25) indicates that
TO ¼
Fig. 3 (top) Autocorrelation function of position of the final monomers of
each polymer’s arm in the gradient direction, fitted by eqn (28) with
parameters: A = 0.93, oR = 0.35, G = 0.0084, and C = 0.0025. (middle
panels) The tank-treading frequency oR and decorrelation rate G obtained
from the fits (stars in solution and in melt). (bottom) The quality factor
q = oR/G for the dynamics of monomer rotations, comparing our
12-6 stars with linear FENE chains (N = 60) (with excluded volume
interactions) and dumbbells, from ref. 53.
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N 2
O3 ðG11 þ G22 Þ þ T~rot ;
2

(29)

where T̃rot introduces a significant contribution from the
covariances involving zero-average components of the rotational
frequency X, like T̃rot = hNO12G22i +  . Here, Gii represents the
diagonal gyration tensor component in the i-th direction.
The energy of vibrations with angular momentum corresponds to deformations of the arms away from pure rigid body
rotation (see eqn (18)). In solution, these motions arise from
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Brownian diﬀusion so we expect that the kinetic energy |Tu| is
proportional to GDarm where Darm is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of
the center of mass of one star’s arm (which is independent of
the shear rate). The scaling this hypothesis predicts is validated
in Fig. 5 where |Tu| (normalized with its value at zero shear rate)
is compared with Gtrot for increasing Weissenberg number.
Results for diﬀerent types of star polymers (harmonic and

Fig. 4 Comparison of the angular velocity computation by the Eckart
frame formalism (O/_g – colored in orange), by the standard approach
(o/_g – colored in magenta), and by the autocorrelation function of the
position of the final monomers in every polymer’s arm in the gradient
direction (oR/_g – colored in green). We study rotations in the solution of
star polymers with Hookean (top) and FENE bonds (middle) and in the melt
of star polymers with Hookean springs (bottom). In all three systems, the
angular velocity obtained by the Eckart frame formalism is higher than the
one calculated by the standard approach. In all cases, oR matches well
with O while the difference o  oR is larger in the Hookean spring solution
case, followed by the solution of molecules with the FENE bonds and the
melt. The reasons for these facts are explained in the text.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

Fig. 5 The absolute value of kinetic energy related to the vibrational nonangular momentum |Tu| compared with the rate of decorrelation (G) of the
monomer pure rotation around the molecule’s center (see Fig. 3). Both
quantities are normalized with their values at zero shear rate. Top and
middle panels show results for solution and the bottom panel, for the melt.
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FENE bonds) confirm that both magnitudes are proportional
and indicate that our intuition contains physical insight. In
melts, however, both quantities diﬀer significantly (see Fig. 5
bottom panel) indicating that, in this case, molecular deformations
are also determined by other (non-Brownian) mechanisms, like
inter-molecular collisions.

‘‘breathing mode’’. The dynamics of the breathing mode is
revealed in the time correlation of the components of the
gyration tensor (Gij), given by,3,16,19


dGii ðt0 ÞdGjj ðt0 þ tÞ
Cij ðtÞ ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(30)

:
hdGii 2 ðt0 Þi dGjj 2 ðt0 Þ

4.8

where dGii = Gii  hGiii. These are damped oscillatory signals
with a characteristic frequency OB. In previous works,16,19 the
cross-correlation C12 has been used to extract the ‘‘tumbling’’
time tt (as twice the diﬀerence between the first maximum and
the first minimum). We define OB = 2p/tt. As explained in ref. 19,
these types of dynamics have been called ‘‘tumbling’’ in linear
and ring chains, while the word ‘‘breathing’’ is more appropriate
to describe the star overall shape oscillation, while they perform
tank-treading. The energy of ‘‘breathing’’ can be estimated from
the largest fluctuation in the gyration tensor, taken from the
standard deviation of the principal eigenvalue of the gyration
tensor G, i.e. Std[G1] = h(G1  hG1i)2i1/2. A rough estimation of the
N
breathing kinetic energy is then, TB  OB2 Std½G1 , and it is
2
compared with DTṽ in Fig. 6. In passing, we note that a quite
similar outcome is obtained by TB p OB2Std[V2/3] which is based
on fluctuations (expansion/contraction) of the overall molecular
Q
volume V ¼ Gaa 1=2 . Interestingly, we find excellent agreement

Vibrations without angular momentum and breathing mode

As stated (see Table 3), vibrations without angular momentum
Tṽ have the largest contribution to the kinetic energy of the star
molecule. This kinetic energy has also a thermal and a coherent
contribution. The thermal energy includes the fluctuations in
bond length, whose average kinetic energy scales as NspKhd2i,
with d = ra,b  req the bond length, Nsp = 72 the number of
springs in our star molecules and K their spring constant.
Excluded volume forces are also central forces Fa,b p r̂a,b (r̂a,b
being the unit distance vector between monomers a and b) so
in the absence of hydrodynamic interactions they strictly do not
contribute to the total angular momentum. It is noted that
hydrodynamics spreads over internal forces, and contributes to
the angular momentum, with monomer displacements dra =
labFbdt, where lab is the mobility tensor. However, as shown in
ref. 19, the major source of angular momentum comes out from
the mean flow. We assume that thermal contribution to Tṽ is
independent of the shear rate. The remaining contribution to
Tṽ is assumed to be associated with overall deformations of the
molecular shape and should increase with g_ . This separation
between thermal and coherent vibrations is clearly revealed in
the fit Tṽ(Wi) = Tṽ(0) + DTṽ(Wi), which is shown in Fig. 6, with
Tṽ(0) = 1029  5 and DTṽ(Wi) = 0.021 Wi1.54 for harmonic
springs, while Tṽ(0) = 792  2 and DTṽ(Wi) = 2.32  105 Wi2.12
for FENE bonds (both in solution). In the case of melts we find
Tṽ(0) = 426 and DTṽ(Wi) = 4.60  104 Wi2.00.
We expect that the coherent part of the vibrational energy
DTṽ(Wi) comes out from a collective ‘‘oscillation’’ of the molecular shape. Such type of collective vibration was discussed in a
previous work on star polymers,19 and was referred to as a

a

(even quantitative) in all cases involving stars with harmonic
bonds (solution and melt). However, in the FENE case, the values
of TB and DTṽ diﬀer at small and moderate shear rates, and
become similar as Wi increases. For moderate and small Wi we
find DTṽ o TB, indicating that the stronger excluded volume
forces in FENE bonds (arm elongations are confined to a fixed
value) tend to reduce collective vibrations (breathing) of the star
molecules.
4.9

Intrinsic viscosity

One of the major tasks of polymer physics is to relate individual
chain dynamics to macroscopic rheological properties. We

Fig. 6 (a) The angular momentum free vibrational kinetic Tṽ (symbols) and the fit Tṽ(Wi) = Tṽ(0) + aWib with DTṽ = aWib the coherent part and Tṽ(0) the
thermal contribution (results for stars in solution). (b) The coherent contribution DTṽ is compared with the breathing mode energy estimated as
N
TB ¼ OB2 Std½G1 , where G1 is the principal eigenvalue of the gyration tensor and OB is the breathing frequency, reported in ref. 19 (results for solution).
2
N
(c) The same as (b) but for the melt case, and TB ¼ 0:45 OB2 Std½G1 .
2
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Fig. 7 The intrinsic shear viscosity Z is compared with the normalized decorrelation rate of the arm (center-to-end) distance Gtrot. The left panel
corresponds to stars in dilute solution (here, we normalize with the viscosity at zero shear rate Z0) and the right panel corresponds to stars in melt
(polymer volume fraction 0.2). In solution, the shear stress scales as s12 = c_g/G with c = 15 for harmonic and c = 7 for FENE bonds.

make such an exercise in this section, taking the shear viscosity
as our target macroscopic quantity. In a previous work, we
analyzed in some detail the rheology of these stars in melt19
and reported in particular their shear viscosity under shear.
Here, we calculate the contribution to the shear viscosity of star
polymers in solution from their contribution to the virial part of
the shear stress tensor,54
*
+
N 
X

nb
b
r ¼ rP
Fa þ Fa  ðra  rcm Þ :
(31)
a¼1

Fnb
a

represents the force on the a-th monomer, originating
Here,
from the non-bonded interactions (i.e. the Weeks–Chandler–
Anderson interaction), and Fba are the forces of the bonds (i.e.
either harmonic or FENE). The polymer contribution to the
stress tensor is proportional to rP, the number density of
polymer molecules, and the polymer contribution to the shear
viscosity is ref. 54
s12
Z¼ :
(32)
g_
Using the Carreau fit,55,56 we estimate the zero-shear rate
viscosity Z0 and present the normalized viscosity Z/Z0. We note
that Z0 is about 1.8 times larger in the case of the harmonicbond model compared with the FENE bonds. As the shear rate
is increased, we find shear thinning Z B Wib with shear
thinning exponents b = 0.25 for FENE bonds and b = 0.32 for
harmonic bonds. These values are somewhat smaller than
those found in melt, b = 0.49 (see Fig. 7). Viscous dissipation
is related to decorrelation times and in fact, the intrinsic
viscosity can be expressed as a sum of relaxation times.57 For
an isolated star in dilute solution, one expects that the main
mechanism for dissipation comes from the decorrelation in arm
lengths, which takes place at an average rate G (see Fig. 3). Thus,
as a first estimate, we seek a relation of the form Z p G1. Fig. 7
shows that such a relation holds relatively well, both in solution

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

and melts. For instance, in solution we see that the softer
harmonic bonds lead to faster decorrelation rates and smaller
intrinsic viscosity, compared with the more rigid FENE chains.
As we indicated in Fig. 5, we found that, in solution, G scales as
the kinetic energy |Tu| and consistently, |Tu| is larger in the case
of harmonic bonds compared with FENE-stars. In melts, however, one expects that the departure from rigid-body rotation
(measured by the velocity u and its kinetic energy Tu) arises also
from inter-molecular collisions (and not only from Brownian
diffusion). This is revealed in the different trends followed by Tu
and G in melts: unlike what is observed in solution, Tu and G do
not correlate (see Fig. 5 bottom).

Fig. 8 Three definitions of reference configuration to calculate the angular
velocity by the Eckart frame formalism for star polymers in solution: (i) the
reference configuration is the equilibrium configuration at temperature 0 K
(green line). (ii) We obtain the reference configuration at every shear rate
separately by the Monte Carlo simulation so that it matches the average steady
state shape of a polymer (i.e. gyration tensor) at that particular shear rate (blue
line). (iii) The reference configuration is taken to be an instantaneous one, but
in this way defined cai s are used in the computation of the angular velocity only
for the following tw in time. Afterwards, the reference configuration is replaced
with the next instantaneous configuration, from which we define new cai s.
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5 Conclusions
The main purpose of this work is to show that the Eckart
formalism can be used to unveil the complex dynamics of soft
molecules in flow. The application of the Eckart formalism to
the dynamics of star molecules in shear flow permitted us to
warn about the incorrect interpretation of the rotation
dynamics of soft molecules (polymers) based on a standard
(lab frame) analysis. In particular, the apparent angular velocity
o resulting from such an analysis does not have a clear
dynamical interpretation (it is not the rotation frequency of
the molecule). We have shown that the Eckart co-rotating frame
correctly extracts the diﬀerent types of motions in the rotating
and vibrating molecule: pure rotation, vibration with noangular momentum and vibrational angular momentum. Star
molecules in shear flow perform a tank-treading motion11
whereby monomers rotate around the center of the molecule,
but for a given fixed shear rate, the molecule keeps a roughly
fixed ellipsoidal overall shape (more precisely, they do not
tumble). At large shear rates, the molecule performs another
collective motion, which we called the ‘‘breathing mode’’,19
whereby the gyration tensor of the molecule oscillates in time
with a characteristic frequency OB. We have shown that each of
these dynamics is associated with a diﬀerent type of displacement
in the Eckart frame. The pure rotational component of the Eckart
frame, with a frequency O, describes the tank-treading frequency
of the star oR. By extracting the thermal (incoherent) part of the
kinetic energy of vibrations without the angular momentum
component, we find that the kinetic energy of the breathing mode
coincides with the energy of ‘‘breathing’’ vibrations. Finally, in
solution, we find that the decorrelation of the end-to-end arm
distance, driven by Brownian diﬀusion at a rate G, correlates with
the kinetic energy associated with vibrations (or more properly,
fluctuations) with angular momentum, Tu. In melt, such a
correlation is not observed, and it seems that the energy |Tu|
of molecular deformations is mainly determined by intermolecular collisions (and thus density dominated).
In this work, we just consider star polymers with f = 12 arms
and m = 6 monomers per arm. According to a recent analysis,58
star molecules become chain-like for f o 6, so our stars are within
the ‘‘colloidal-like’’ regime. But, what would be the dynamics of
more massive stars? While this question is open to future works,
we have good reasons to believe that they will be quite similar to
that found for f = 12, m = 6. In fact, several computational works
on star polymers under dilute11 and semidilute16 conditions,
covered a relatively large range of values of f r 50 and m o 50
and (by defining the proper Weissenberg number) they found
that all data for o collapse in a master curve, indicating that the
length of the arms or the functionality was not essentially
changing the polymer dynamics. The dynamics would surely
change in the case of a semidilute solution (or melt) if the
stars had very long arms (m 4 100), because entanglements
should play a major role in distorting their rotation dynamics.
However, we emphasize that the Eckart framework would be
still applicable in such regimes and provide valuable dynamic
information.
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It also has to be noted that the present analysis can be
complementary to the more detailed normal mode analysis of
vibrations, within the framework of the theory of molecular
vibrations.29 In the latter, each internally rotating part of the
molecule would require the introduction of additional internal
coordinate systems inside the translating and rotating Eckart
frame.34–37,59–63 Presently, we leave this discussion for future
work, since the main aim of this paper is the separation of
rotations from vibrations, or the consequences such decomposition
brings up in the interpretation of molecular rotations. The objective
of this work is to show that the Eckart frame, successfully and
routinely used to describe infrared and Raman spectra of small
molecules, is also a robust and useful tool to investigate the complex
dynamics of soft, semiflexible macromolecules.
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Appendix: the Eckart reference
configuration
In the Eckart frame formalism of eqn (14) and (15), one needs
to define a reference configuration which fixes cai over time.
These are the components of the monomer positions of the
reference configuration in the initial internal coordinate system.
We choose cai in three diﬀerent ways: (i) from an equilibrium
configuration of a star polymer at temperature 0 K. (ii) The
reference configuration is obtained by Metropolis Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation at the desired temperature T = 4, which
enforces by additional terms in the Hamiltonian that the
configuration matches the average gyration tensor components
at every shear rate. (iii) The cai s are not constant. Instead, they
are changed after a certain number of sampled configurations
in the trajectory. An instantaneous configuration is taken as a
reference configuration for the following tw in time, i.e. this
configuration is used to evaluate the angular velocity of rotation
(using the Eckart frame formalism) from all the following
trajectory snapshots within the time window tw. Next, the first
following configuration in the trajectory is taken as the new
reference configuration. This procedure is thus repeated from
the start until the end of the sampled trajectory. We analyze the
rotation of molecules for diﬀerent lengths of the time window
and thus give the result for this third characterization of rotation
by the Eckart frame formalism in the form of 3-dimensional
plots (Fig. 8).
In all three described definitions of cai s, the unit base vectors
of the internal coordinate system f1, f2, and f3 and the origin of
the Eckart frame, defined by rcm, are diﬀerent in every snapshot
of the sampled trajectory. Only the reference components cai s
remain constant throughout the whole trajectory in (i) and (ii),
while in (iii) also cai s change in time, as described above.
Molecules rotate in the flow-gradient plane. Therefore, the only
component of the molecules’ angular velocity with non zero-average
is in the neutral direction and we denote, x = (o1, o2, o3) and
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X = (O1, O2, O3), where indices 1, 2, and 3 denote the flow,
gradient, and neutral direction, respectively.
To determine the optimal way to define cai s, we plot, in Fig. 8,
angular velocities obtained by the Eckart formalism using
definitions (i), (ii), and (iii) for solution of star polymers with
12 arms of 6 monomers (connected by Hookean springs). Plots
for the melt are qualitatively similar and are not shown here.
We observe that approach (iii), in which cai s change every tw,
gives the angular velocity surface that at the shortest tw
corresponds to the standard approach (i.e. using eqn (2) and
(3)). With increasing tw, it approaches the values obtained by
approaches (i) and (ii). At a certain value of tw, we observe a
sharp crossover in angular velocity of polymers at very high
shear rates, which results in qualitatively diﬀerent dependencies
O/_g(Wi) emerging only due to the diﬀerent reference frames. A
similar crossover is also observed in melts, but is more prominent
in solutions. Furthermore, we observe that this crossover occurs at
higher tw for the star polymers with longer arms.
Importantly, we find that definitions (i) and (ii) yield basically the
same results, which are also similar to the results obtained by
definition (iii) after the crossover. Therefore, in the manuscript, we
present only results obtained by definition (ii).
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